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IT is with right instinct that public opinion has
refrained from too much rejoicing over the events of the
last few days; for, in spite of the dissolution of the
Allied Empires, not only is the war not yet won, but
the central issues of the war as regard.; the future
remain still undecided.
The decision at this moment
turns less upon the conditions of peace than upon the
conditions of the proposed armistice; and we may say,
in fact, that accordingly as Germany accepts or rejects
the terms of the armistice now being prepared at
Versailles, the war in its moral and ultimate aspect will
have been won or lost. From Germany’s acceptance
and from Germany’s rejection of the terms two
entirely different sequels may he anticipated; if for no
other reason than that the two acts must proceed from
contrary states of mentality.
For if Germany should
accept the terms we might safely conclude that the
militarist caste of Prussia had been finally subordinated
to the civil and political administration, whereas if the
terms were to be rejected, we might as safely conclude
that the militarist element not only remains dominant
but means to carry Germany with it to its grave. But
what are the implications for the world from either of
these two issues? From the first it is obvious that we
might expect the immediate democratisation
in the
completest sense of Germany, and therewith an end to
the worst peril in Europe. From the second it is no less
obvious that we may look forward to a prolongation
of the war, in the first instance; and, in the second
instance, to the military conquest of Germany followed
by the permanent militarisation of this country and its
present Allies. By no means does it appear to us that
in the event of Germany’s rejection of the terms of the
armistice can the militarisation of Europe be prevented ;
for not only the necessary conquest of Germany would
entail further military effort on our part, but, still
more, the forcible maintenance of Germany in a state
of subjection would require permanent armies in being
if not in occupation.
If only we could whisper in the
ear of German democracy what are our hopes and fears
in this matter, we cannot believe that the German
people is so dead to the future as to allow a decision
to be made that would involve itself and all the world
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in the horrors
of generations
of militarism.
Once
again, therefore,
as both President Wilson and Mr.
Asquith have recently said, the choice lies with the
German people. By insisting upon the acceptance of
the armistice-terms
they not only rid themselves
of
Prussianism, but we do not hesitate to say that they
will make political friends for themselves in all the
Western
democracies.
On the other hand, by allowing
their Prussians to reject the armistice,
they ensure
their own military conquest, together with the defeat.
of democracy elsewhere. Until,
therefore,
their
decisionhas been made, public opinion is wise to refrain
from a rejoicing that may turn out to he baseless.
***
While we are in this condition of suspense, any talk
of an immediate General Election must needs be speculative
At the same time, it would be as well to be
prepared for a General Election in the event of
Germany’sacceptance of the terms of the armistice, for
we are convinced that it will and should take place in
the interval between the armistice and the peace
conference.
Mr. Asquith, we observe, deprecated a General
Election at this moment “ in the strongest possible
terms,” from motives that are apparent, but for reasons
that appear to us to be self-contradictory as well as
inadequate.
Admitting that an early General Election
is necessary as the only available means of renewing
the representative character of the House of Commons,
he yet suggested that its date should be dependent on
the solution of the problems of the peace conference
rather than of those of the present armistice. But this,
it will be seen, is to postpone the Election for many
months if not for a year or two; for who believes that
the peace conference can or ought to conclude its work
in a few weeks? For our part, if the peace conference
were to last as long as the war, we should not think
the period too long for the momentous settlements that
must be made; but to delay our own General Election
until after the peace conference would be either to
curtail the conference or to deny to the people of this
country any voice in its settlement. Upon every ground,
save upon that of party, it appears desirable that the
General Election should take place, as we have said,
between the armistice and the peace conference, neither
before the one nor after the other. .That it may be
inconvenient to the old Liberal party of which Mr.

Asquith proclaims himself to be still the leader we do
not deny. But since Mr. Asquith virtually committed
suicide on behalf of his party when he confessed his
party’s inability to conduct the war and called in the
Danes
to help him,
we cannot
regard
the
inconveniencingof a dead party as a serious objection to a
General Election.
On the other hand, it is plainly
essential, if the people of this country are to have any
voice whatever in the peace settlement, that the new
electorate should be consulted in the matter of the
personnel and principles of the Government that must
make it. If, as Mr. Asquith says, to hold a General
Election at this moment would be to give the new
Government a blank cheque-to
postpone the General
Election until after the peace conference would be to
require the country to endorse a cheque, now blank, but
which would certainly have been filled up at the ‘peace
conference itself. Which, therefore, is the better : to
afford the country at least an opportunity of directing
its peace representatives, or to invite the country to
trust the present Government until the terms of peace
mere an accomplished and unalterable fact? There can
be no doubt that as between the two courses, both,
perhaps, full of peril, the former is the less dangerous.
In short, we are for a General Election with Mr. Lloyd
George the moment the armistice is signed.
***
The probable near approach of a General Election
makes it advisable to repeat our warning to the Labour
party to refrain, if possible, from entering any Ministry
that is not a Labour Ministry. We have heard it said
that, in view of his own prospective return to power,
Mr. Lloyd George has already made a tentative offer
of eight seats in the new Cabinet to the members of
the Labour party; and we are, with everybody else,
of the opinion that eight members
of the existing
Labour party could easily be found to accept his offer.
Such an acceptance, however, would be fatal to- the
future of the Labour party; it would not only divide
the party at once and irretrievably, but the discredit
attaching to the action of the octave would fall upon
the Labour party as a whole and postpone its advent
as a party to power by a whole generation. Perhaps it
is with this very end among others in view that Mr.
Lloyd George is framing his invitation; for who among
the eight members likely to accept office in Mr. Lloyd
George’s Government is unwise enough to’ think himself
chosen for his personal ability? Mr. Lloyd George’s
calculations are obvious. In the first place, he would
secure the votes of a considerable section, perhaps
the majority, of the ninety or a hundred Labour
memberswho will in all probability be returned.
By this
means, in the second place, he will-secure the nominal
approval of the Labour movement for the demobilisation
measures his Government will he compelled in any
event to undertake.
Yet, in the third place, though
nominally responsible
and publicly responsible,
the
eight Labour members of his Cabinet will assuredly
exercise little real power. If we may venture a guess,
they will be placed in offices where their responsibility
for Labour troubles is most direct and obvious, but in
which their influence upon the legislation designed to
strengthen Capital will be least. In other words, it will
be Mr. Lloyd George's strategyto set them in the
firing-line while his
aapitalist
colleagues
conduct
the
operationsof the
General Staff. Finally, it is naturally
upon the cards that when theLabour members of the
Government
fail, as fail the will, to maintain industrial
peace, the blame will be placed upon them and not upon
Mr. Lloyd George’s Government as a whole.
Mr.
Lloyd George would then only need to call for a purge
of his Government and in the confusion it would be the
Labour and not the Capitalist members who would
certainlybeeliminated.
With these calculations so clearly
indicated, it must appear infatuate in the Labour party
to allow any of its members to accept office in the new

Cabinet.
A pledge should ’be asked of every Labour
candidate that upon no account will he enter any
Government of which the Labour party is not itself the
chief and directing element.
Its members have only
to forgo for a few years the salaries and appurtenances
of subordinate power to reap a harvest of power for
their party in the near future. But grasping at power
to-day, they will miss not only the substance hut even
the shadow. We implore the party on the eve of the
coming General Election to declare this policy.
Otherwise
we hope that the constituencies
will take the matter
into their own hands and refuse to return a Labour
candidate who will not pledge himself to remain in
opposition until his party can come into office as a
party.
***
Another obvious reason against the assumption
of
responsibility by the Labour party is its unpreparedness
in
ideas. In this respect it compares very badly
with the capitalist parties who, if they have no
constructive ideas, have, at any rate, some very practical
ideas for keeping things as they are. Take,
for
example, the recent speech of Lord Inchcape, one of the
ablest of the enemies of Labour. “Great schemes for
national capital expenditure
must,”
he
says,
“be
avoided after the war until we have got rid of a large
portion of the debt by means of an adequate sinkingfund. ’’ Now that is a perfectly intelligible principle of
political policy; and it is capable of being both
understoodand acted upon by the stupidest member of
Parliament.
No thought is required to put it into
action; all that is demanded is that its supporters shall
oppose every measure involving
public expenditure
and support every measure €or paving off the debt
without trenching
on the privileges of Capital.
It
assumes, moreover, a division of society which naturally
appeals to the wealthy classes and can be made
plausible
even
to the general mass-the
division,
namely, into creditors
and debtors
of the State.
Nothing is more obvious than that the war has cost the
country enormous
sums of money; and that the
State,
in consequence
of borrowing.
is
in debt.
Nothing, again, is more obvious than that the State,
as the official receiver of a bankrupt but going concern,
is under the obligation of considering its creditors at
the expense of its debtors. Virtually, therefore,
it is
Lord Inchcape’s proposal that for some years to come
the State (that is to say, the Government;
shall
administer the country in the interests of the creditors
and bond-holders of the nation, sparing further
expenditure
and
economising
in
all
directions.
That
it
happens that the creditors number about a hundred
thousand while the debtors are forty millions is a mere
detail in Lord Inchcape’s view as a man of business.
That it is monstrously inhuman to hand over the
interests of forty million people to a hundred thousand
money-lenders is, again, a matter of no concern to the
money-lenders
themselves. What we are saying is that
the policy involved in this division of the nation into
two classes of creditors and debtors is simple,
intelligible
and practical; and that the Labour party has not
as yet discovered any equally clear alternative to it.
***
We may take as another instance the report of Lord
Cunliffe’s Committee on the reconstruction of currency
after the war. We may remark in passing on the
composition
of this Committee.
Everybody
knows
that when a Labour subject is under inquiry the
Parliamentary Committee appointed to report on it is
composedat least of equal numbers of Capitalist and
Labour
members.
On Lord Cunliffe’s Committee,
appointed to inquire into the subject of finance,
however,not only was there no Labour member, but, with
the exception of Professor Pigou,
its personnnel
consistedentirely of bankers and their Treasury colleagues.

The report of such a Committee was of necessity a
foregone conclusion. The restoration of the gold-basis
of currency was naturally recommended, since gold is
the bankers’ peculiar monopoly guaranteed
them by
the State for nothing; and in addition, we naturally
find the bankers deprecating, with Lord Irchcape, any
further national expenditure
even upon such urgent
needs as housing. A little patient thought will reveal
the true situation; for, on the face of it, we are
confronted by the apparent paradox that during the war
the bankers have been heartily in favour of national
expenditure while after the war they are opposed to it.
Why did they force loans on the State during war and
are now deprecating State loans after the war? The
explanation is to be found in the simple fact that
during the war the foreign and domestic markets of
bankers’ capital have been practically closed to investment.
It was, therefore,
a case for the bankers
of
getting interest from the State or nowhere.
Hence
their zeal for public expenditure at so modest a return
as five or six per cent. But after the war, both the
foreign and the domestic markets will again be open;
they are, in fact, already being opened to the detriment
of the sale of war-bonds; and the demand for capital
will be enormous. Are the bankers, then, to encourage
State-loans at five per cent. when the:; will be able
to command in the foreign and domestic markets
anything from ten to a hundred per cent.? Hence the
coincidence of their demand with the demand of Lord
Inchcape for public economy to-day who only yesterday
haw been the supporters of the most extravagant
public expenditure.
***
But now compare these intelligible (and, we fear,
only too practical) policies with the programme
set
forth by various members of the Labour party.
Speaking
at the National Liberal Club last week Mr. Clynes
expressed the pleasant opinion that increased
production
is not incompatible with the ”economic security”
of Labour; and the still more enviable opinion that
Capital and Labour must each be prepared to make
sacrifices in the interests of the other and of the nation.
Of evidence for the relation between increased production
and higher wages and economic security
Mr.
Clynes did not offer us a jot; and, in fact, under the
dominance
of the wage-system
there can be no
evidence for a relation that does not exist. Wages,
it
is certain,. pursue their own course irrespective of the
amount of production, and for the reason that they are
fixed by the supply and demand of Labour, and not by
the supply and demand of the rest of commodities. Mr.
Clynes, moreover, was contradicted by his colleague,
Mr. John Hodge, who took hold of the other end of the
stick.
As for Mr. Clynes, he would make increased
production depend upon higher wages. Give Labour
security, he would say to the Capitalists, and Labour
will then increase production for you; but Mr. Hodge,
on the other hand, would make high wages depend
upon increased production. “Labour’s
present
standard of wages?” he told the Industrial League last
week, “cannot be maintained without increased
production."
In other words, unless the workers produce
more their wages will decline. We are not at this
moment concerned to dispute the conclusion. of either
Mr. Clynes or Mr. Hodge, though both are equally
and grievously wrong. Our purpose is to contrast the
absence of policy implied in either proposition with the
policy contained in the simple negative of Lord
Inchcape
and the bankers. The latter, it will be seen, have
a principle of political action, simple, intelligible,
practicaland plausible, while Labour has only-a confused
state of theory complicated by the absence of any
working hypothesis.
Who can doubt that in the
struggle between these two states of mind it is the
definite that will win? Against a Labour party thus

animated, even if it should come to power, Lord Inchcape
and his friends would have an easy victory.
***
Having boxed the compass in the matter of agricultural
organisation,
the
intellectually
unprincipled
agricultural
correspond
t
of
the
“ Times “
is
now
set
in
favour
of unrestricted
private
enterprise. “ Farming operations of all kinds,”
lie
now
says,
“ can
be
done better
and
more
cheaply
by
private
enterprise
than
under
State
this
direction. “ In almost the next breath, however,
authority remarks
on the “ almost embarrassing
demand among
farmers
for Government
tractors,
implements
andhorses.” This does not look like a prejudice
on the part of farmers against State assistance or even
the denial of their need of it; and we suspect, indeed,
what is probably the case, that, like many other classes,
the farmers want everything
for nothing, State aid
without
national responsibility
In contrast, however,
with this claim for private enterprise in agriculture, the
same journal, the “ ‘Times,” is now all in favour of a
Ministry of Health which would certainly proceed to
nationalise the medical profession, But what is there
about the medica1 profession that would secure its
immunity against
the
“ paralysing
influence “ of
Government control?
Cannot medicine equally with
agriculture
carry on its operations
best when left
to the exclusive care of the people who profit personally
by it? However, the two alternatives of State control
and private enterprise
do not exhaust
the total
possibilitiesof the situation as regards medicine, agriculture,
or any other profession or industry Plainly, there is
the possibility of a half-way house between these two
extremes, either of which, we agree, is as bad as the
other.
The only alternative to nationalisation
is not
the re-admission of unrestricted private enterprise ; nor
is the only alternative of private enterprise unlimited
State-control.
The National
Guild combines private
initiative with public responsibility ; and the form of the
organisation
is as applicable
to medicine as to
agriulture.
A NEW POET.
Oh,

T am big with child that may emerge as the fat
boy of verse,
Or grow to be the lion-faced lady-song; the Chinese
giant-ode,
For I desire with purest patriotic will to curse
The land with something passionately new and senseless : that’s the road
To win ephemeral fame and knock away poetic fetters.
I’ll write a mighty line with countless letters,
And I will be a genius of the deepest dye;
Rival
of Masefield, Brookes, Sassoon, Drinkwater,
Davies, Watson, Pye, Byronic Pye, the dad of
Printers’
Pie,
For there are publics, mysterious publics, swimming in
the depths of the great public sea
Which would appreciate a word, a song, a rigmarole, a
new hi-diddle-dee,
To lilt and jingle and chime
And it would never be thought a crime
If absolutely no IDEA impelled the melody.
Suppose I specialise in lines as long as any clothes-line
And become the king of Plastic Rhythm and Free
Rhyme and Sound, Sound, Sound,
I’ll bet my boots I’d find a public to be mine
And kiss me till another genius with a line a thousand
yards more lengthy could be found.
Ah, I can hear it saying, that public “Who’ll say he
mill not be immortal since
His lines are endless and he goes into eternity inch by
inch,” you see I ani in labour now for that’s
supposedto rhyme with since.
TRIBOULET.

Foreign

Affairs,

Now that every one of Germany’s Allies has deserted
her, perhaps it will be brought home to the German
kultur-professors
what strange company their chosen
Teutonic race has been keeping.
If, as they used to
contend, Providence itself had set the seal of its
approval on the German race, the obligation on the
Germans to keep themselves to themselves should have
appeared as necessary as the exclusiveness of the Jews
in the days when they, too, were a chosen people. Yet,
in fact, Germany’s Allies during the present war have
been anything but proper company for the elect souls
of the Teutonic race. The Magyars,
the Bulgarians,
and the Turks were hardly such peoples as a great
nation would have chosen for its associates; for each
of them, after its own fashion, has been notoriously
backward in culture, if not a positive enemy of it. Even
German kultur, save in its grosser forms, has been
unpopular with the ruling classes of Germany’s three
Allies; and the suspicion should have dawned on the
German mind long ago that the German cause must
be dubious since it could command no better support.
A nation, like an individual, is known by the company
it keeps; and a wise statesman will begin to doubt the
rightness of his policy when he finds himself leagued
with his national inferiors. The detestable doctrine of
race will, however, have received another blow from
the debacle of Germany’s Allies; and it is to be hoped
that it may not become a mania in another place.
***
The special “welcome” accorded to the return visit
of the Japanese Government to this country has even
more significance than meets the eye.
Such
ceremonies,amusing to the general public, are really affairs
of State of great importance. They constitute one of
the paradoxes of foreign relations; for while they
deceive none of the parties concerned in them, they,
nevertheless,
deceive them. Put in another way, their
omission would be important
even though their
commissionis not of much positive value. In view of the
re-settlement
of an equilibrium of world-power after
the war, the relations between this country and Japan
must necessarily demand a good deal of attention ; and
I, for one, grudge none of the ceremony spent upon
maintaining the goodwill that officially exists between
ourselves and our old Ally. Japan is no longer a
rising, she is a risen Power. §he has, and means to
have, a great future in the Eastern world. It would
be impolitic at this moment to indicate the dangers of
such a future; and, for the moment, they are more
imaginary than real.
My reading, however, of the
Japanese Press causes me to think seriously whenever
I am tempted to speculate upon the future of China.
However, Prince Yorihoti is here;
and the AngloJapanese Alliance looks like lasting a long time.
***
It will take a generation to realise the effects of the
war upon the psychological map even more than upon
the geographical
map of Europe.
We live in an age
of miracles. Four old Empires will have disappeared
in the course of four years; and twice four new nations
have arisen to take their place. The German Empire
has gone; the Russian Empire has gone; the Turkish
Empire has gone; and the Austrian Empire has gone.
Les rois sont morts; vivent les nations ! Nobody can
doubt that there will one day be a new Russian nation,
if it is not already forming within that dark continent.
Similarly, a democratic Germany, such as we have now
every reason to expect, will be a new nation in the
historical sense of the word. Still more entitled to the
adjective are the new nations of Yugo-Slavia, Poland,
Arabia,
Palestine,
Armenia,
and, Tchecko-Slovakia.

(By the way, I hope a better name for it than TcheckoSlovakia will be found.) The emergence of these new
nations suggests the need of dropping the word
"reconstruction” as applied to the settlement of Europe.
It is not a case for reconstruction, but for construction ;
and I should prefer myself to see in the ruling places
of these new nations new men as well as new principles.
It is not safe to pour new wine into old bottles; and it
certainly is not safe to entrust new nations to old
statesmen.
The latter are, as a rule, “set” in policy;
and their attempts to adapt themselves to the new
conditions usually end in adapting the new conditions to
themselves.
Plato should be present,
I think,
to
appoint the guardians of the new nations, and especially
of Jugo-Slavia
and Tchecko-Slovakia.
In these formative
days it is first principles that are all-important.
A
wrong twist given to policy within the next twelve
months, and both these nations may take a wrong
turning from which only disaster will foIlow. For this
reason I implore my many friends in both new nations
to “enter into politics,” and to devote themselves to
politics for the next few years. The history of the
twenty-first century is being prepared to-day.
***
THE NEW AGE has often remarked upon the fate that
awaits the neutrals
in the present war.
From
a
spiritual point of view it is unenviable.
Serbia has
done magnificently ; so has Belgium. I defy the meanest
partisan
to draw breath against either courtry while
the memory of the war remains. But what of Spain?
What of Finland? What of a little nation still nearer
to us? That there are special circumstances,
in the
case of Ireland, nobody knows better than we know.
Ireland
was tempted
beyond endurance
; and,
unfortunately,
Ireland yielded to temptation.
It would have
taken a heroic Ireland to resist. But of Spain and
Finland much less can be said. With a would-be clever
calculation they assumed their role; and it has turned
out to he that of the losers. Finland and Spain, it will
be observed,
have both been “sound”
in their
democraticparts. The Spanish and the Finnish Socialists
have been pro-Ally throughout the war. In fact, when
you come to think of it, it is the Socialist partiesusually the most extreme-who
have everywhere been
the bulwark of the Allied popular cause.
Unfortunately,
they were too weak in Spain and in Finland, as
well as in Germany, to control policy; but in each
country they have been the nucleus of the transformations
now taking place.
If Spain and Finland,
and
Germany (and Ireland?) are to recover their prestige in
the world, it will be by means of their Socialists and
Social-Democrats.
***
I allow myself the melancholy privilege of recording
here the sudden death of my valued colleague, Mr.
Leighton J. Warnock, whose other name, Mr. J. M.
Kennedy, was even better known to my readers. Not
only has he contributed many articles
upon many
topics to this journal, but I may confess that upon
many occasions he has acted as deputy for me in these
Notes-I
shall miss him sadly.
His knowledge
of
languages
was extraordinary.
He had travelled
extensively, and his reading was almost universal. For
a young man of only thirty-two, his accumulation of
learning was prodigious; and I have never known his
equal for industry. His library, of which he gave me
the run, was a collection to be envied by a professional
diplomat; and he was always supplementing it by the
purchase of every work of reference that came upon
the market. What he might have done if he had only
worked less I do not care to speculate ; but I grieve to
think that so much talent has been prematurely taken
from
us.
Wantingand wanted-another
colleague
like him.
Any offers?

A Guildsman’s Interpretation
of History.
By Arthur J, Penty.
I.-GREECE
AND
ROME.
THE first fact in history which has significance for
Guildsmen is that of the introduction
of currency
which occurred in the ninth century before Christ
when the King of Lydia introduced metal bars of a
fixed weight as a medium of exchange.
It was a
simple device from which no great change might have
been expected, but the development which followed
is
upon it was simply stupendous. Civilisation-that
the development of the material accessories
of lifemay be said to date from that simple invention. This
new currency rapidly replaced exchange by barter, and
within a couple of generations it had broken up the
ancient
monarchical
tribes
of
Greece,
which
subdividedinto clans and were communistic in organisation.
Henceforth, Greecian Society becomes divided
into two distinct and hostile classes : the merchant and
moneylending class on the one hand who profited by
this new discovery and the peasantry on the other
who found themselves in debt to them.
Hitherto,
no one had ever thought of claiming private property
in land ; but now this evil began to make its appearance
and was brought about by the action
of the
moneylenders,
who began to take possession of land
as security for the repayment of loans.
‘The reason why these developments followed upon
the introduction of currency is not far to seek.
So
long as exchange was carried on by barter a natural
limit was placed to the development of trade because
people would only exchange for their own personal
use.
Exchange would be possible only when each
party
to the bargain possessed articles which the
other wanted. Rut with the introduction of currency
this limit is removed and for the first time in history
there arises a class of men who buy and sell entirely
middlemen
or
for the purposes of gain. These
merchantsbecome specialists in finance ; they know better
than the peasantry the market value of things, and
so they find little difficulty in taking advantage of
Little by little they become wealthy and the
them,
peasantry become their debtors. It is the same story
wherever currency
is unregulated
: the distributor
enslaves the producer. When we realise what happened
it is not surprising that the Greeks entertained the
idea that all occupations connected with buying and
selling were of a degrading nature, for the temptation
of men in such occupations to pursue their own
interests at the expense of the community are so great
that only in the Middle Ages when men were restrained
by religious conviction have they been able to resist.
The economic subjection
in which the peasantry
began to find themselves led to the. various political
upheavals which disturbed ancient Greece. For though
these upheavals took a political form, at bottom they
were really economic struggles in which the small free
proprietors rebelled against
the continual and rapid
concentration of wealth.
The insurrection
of Rhodes
in 355 B.c., those of Megara in 410, of Messenia in
441, of Samos in 412 and other risings were awakened
by the oppression exercised by wealthy oligarchies to
the detriment of the masses.
The people, tired of
economic subjection, revolted, slew the rich, did away
with all taxes, annulled credit, confiscated and divided
landed property.
But revolution in Greece was
invariably followed by counter revolution when the rich
were reinstated in the possession of their fortunes. This
state of things continued from the Peloponnesian war
until the Roman Conquest, which put an end to the
political disturbances.
Reading Greek history reminds us of the fact that
the Class-war is not a doctrine peculiar to the present
age. But it is interesting to observe that though
temporallysuccessful it could not effect permanent change.

And it could not effect it because no one at the time
knew the remedy, for the Guild which eventually
provided a solution did not arrive until the Middle
Ages.
The Greek law-givers from Solon onwards
were concerned to find a remedy for the economic,
trouble, but it eluded them. In vain did Solon strive
to oppose the rich and restrain usury. In vain did he
seek by means of progressive land taxation to prevent
the absorption of small properties by large ones. Nor
were the sumptuary laws which he promulgated
any
more successful. In spite of all attempts to recognise
only such wealth as was the fruit of labour,
inequalities
of fortune grew apace, until finally the law-givers
were forced to he satisfied with mere palliatives, such
as the reduct ion or remission of debts, proportional
taxes, the obligation imposed on the rich to assume
costIy public functions, the pIacing of obstacles in
the way of the alienation of property, etc.
Meanwhile,
the growth
of economic individualism
undermined the old heroic virtues.
The solidarity of
society having had for its foundation
the common
ownership of property slowly fell to pieces when private
ownership
came into existence
and destroyed alike
the independence of the peasantry and the old religious
aristocracy
which
hitherto
had
governed
Greece,
Power now passed entirely into the hands of financial
oligarchies who in their policy were motived solely by
their own interests. The frequent revolutions excited
by their abuse of power led to the thinning of the
agricultural population and the misery of the
inhabitants,
and prepared
the
people
to
suffer
without
resistance, nay, perhaps to welcome, foreign invasion
and conquest. Thus ended the greatness of Greece.
Uncontrolled currency brought the same evils into
existence in Rome, where the concentration of capital
in the hands of joint stock companies developed to a
much greater extent and much more rapidly than in
Greece. Rome had originally been a small agricultural
state, governed by an aristocracy, when, as the result
of her conquests, the riches of the world flowed in and
colossal fortunes were made By degrees there rose a
capitalist class which slowly dispossessed
the small
landed proprietors, compelling them to cultivate their
own vast estates; for, according to Roman law, the
insolvent debtor who had no security to offer might
not quit the land he had once occupied, Thus it came
about that free labourers were replaced by multitudes
of native-born slaves in addition to those captured in
the wars. These individual capitalists in turn tended
to be replaced by the joint stock companies which
made themselves completely masters of the commercial
movement,
and carried
their transactions
into the
most distant provinces. Financial companies invaded all
the conquered nations ; there were companies
for
Sicily,
for Asia,
for Greece, Macedonia,
Africa,
Bithynia, Cilicia, Syria, Judea, Spain and Gaul. They
speculated
in everything ; in land building, mines,
transport, supplies €or the army, and the fleet, in the
customs, etc. These things were all done by contract,
and the contracts were undertaken
by companies in
which all the wealthy Romans as well as officers of
State, soldiers and politicians held shares. The
patricianfamilies were no exception to this rule, though
they preferred to hold their shares in secret, not caring
to be compromised in the eyes of the public, or to
show that they were in any way indebted to the bankers
and publicans who were at the head of the commercial
movement, and until the fall of the Republic were
the greatest power in Rome. Well has it been said
that “ the history of Rome was, in the main, the
assimilation of real estate to movable property” ; or,
in other words, of land to capital; or aristocracy to
plutocracy .
It was thus in Rome as in Greece, that uncontrolled
currency replaced the class-divisions based upon
differences
of function by class divisions based upon
differences
of wealth; and in Rome as in Greece this change

was accompanied by the growth of disaffection. The
nouveaux riches placed themselves above the law, and
in the third century before Christ they were able to
violate every law with impunity. When the bankers
and publicans became the undisputed power in the
three
Senate their tyranny knew no bounds. For
centuriesthey were the masters of internal policy, and ail
economic legislation was in their interests,
which,
combined with their policy of warfare,
which was
commercial in aim, created the problems of rural
depopulation of slavery and the decline of agriculture.
But the leading Romans were so busy governing,
negotiating, arbitrating
and making money that they
never for a moment reflected on them, until at last
these sources of mischief becoming cumulative in their
effects brought the whole Roman system in the last
century before Christ to the very brink of ruin.
Many efforts were made to put a stop to the abuses
of the financial oligarchies.
But every time
a
legislatoror tribune sought to place a limit to the absorption
of the smaller fortunes by bankers and capitalists,
he either paid for it with his life, as did the praetor
Sempronius Asellus and the brothers Gracchi, or was
forced to halt in the face of insurmountable obstacles.
So absolute, indeed, was the power of Roman capitalism
that for a long time all revolts that arose against
it only ended in strengthening its power. There was
plenty of social unrest but no successful popular rising.
The revolts of slaves in Sicily, as elsewhere,
were
successfully suppressed.
But though the oligarchy
controlling the Senate could suppress revolts against
their own power from below, they could not control
the growing power of the generals of their armies, the
jealousies between whom became a constant source of
_anxiety and danger to the State, whose interests they
were supposed to serve, and led eventually to the civil
wars which were finally brought to an end by the
triumph of Augustus.
With the advent of Augustus
a new chapter
is
opened in Roman history. Roman society takes a new
lease of life. Henceforth,
order begins to get the
upper hand of anarchy. The immediate cause of the
change was that the Senate, after bitter experience,
became reconciled at last to the idea of despotism
They no longer claimed the exclusive right to deal
with the ever-increasing administrative business of the
Empire, and allowed Augustus a free hand to deal
with the chaos which had overtaken the Empire as best
he could. And this he did in the only way it is
possiblefor a despot to govern, by means of a highly
centralised bureaucracy
which he superimposed
over
popular institutions, many of which he restored, in
form at least, where they had fallen into decay.
This
may not have been an ideal solution of the problems
of the Roman Empire, but it was an eminently
practical
one. He preserved Roman civilisation for centuries
from the fear of invasion from without, while he
saved it from disruption from within by curbing the
power of the capitalists. Augustus found the Empire
in a state of chaos, he left it a strongly compacted
union of provinces and dependent kingdoms.
But Augustus was too cunning
a man to trust
entirely to the machinery of State. He saw that if his
Government was to be stable, Rome and Italy must be
loyal, contented, and at peace; and this he secured by
what in these days we call welfare work.
He saw
that the population must be well policed, and, for this
purpose, he recruited corps of watchmen from, the free
population.
By such means as the organisation of the
corn and water supply he saw to it that the population
of Rome should be made quite comfortable and run no
risk of starvation ; by restoring temples and priesthoods
he took measures to see that they should have
confidencein the goodwill of the gods; while by erecting
many pleasant and convenient public buildings he coped
with the problem of unemployment.
Above all, he

gave them plenty of public amusements, which he
encouraged by his presence at them. By such means he
kept the mongrel population of Rome in order, and
made sure that they would not interfere in the affairs
of the Empire.
Though, the reforms of Augustus preserved the
Empire for centuries, it preserved it at the expense of its
vitality, for what Augustus introduced was what we
call the Servile State. He maintained
order
by
underminingthe independence and initiative of the, citizens.
And this weakness gradually made itself felt, for as
time wore on the Roman Empire became increasingly
an automatic
movement
of machinery,
dependent
entirely on the Caesar at Rome. But as the position of
Emperor
was
elective
the succession
was never
guaranteed, and in the third century after Christ led
to serious military disorders which, lasting for a
century, were brought to a close finally by the Emperor
Severus.
But these things are only incidents in a
decline in which a certain demoralisation
overtook
everything.
The provincial cities lost their initiative
and energy.
They became too dependent upon the
centralised
Government,
which
daily became
more
paternal.
The old virtues of courage and sacrifice
vanished before the growth of pessimism in which the
populations enervated by luxury and sensuality became
feebler and feebler, until finally they were unable any
longer to offer effective resistance to the inroads of the
barbarians.
We may be sure, then, that the barbarians would not
have overthrown Rome had not Roman society suffered
from internal decay. The reform; of Augustus merely
delayed the final catastrophe;
they could not prevent
it, for Roman civilisation for centuries before had.
as we hare seen, been rotten at the core.
Successful
wars had made Rome wealthy, but it left the
increased wealth of the community entirely at the
mercy of the jugglers of finance who were destitute of
public spirit except in so far as the claims of patriotism
coincided with the protection
of their interests.
Arid it was to protect the interests of these economic
vampires that the " enlightened " system of Roman
Law was formulated. So often have we been reminded
of the great gift which Roman Law is to civilisation
that most people have accepted it without question,
little suspecting the iniquity that reigns at its heart.
For the aim of Roman Law is not to secure justice
but to bolster up a corrupt society in the interests of
public order. Its aim was not like mediaeval Law to
enable good men to live among bad,* but to enable
rich men to live among poor, by giving legal sanction
to social injustices once established; as is exampled in
the Roman Statute of Limitations, by which, after the
expiration of a certain period, the actual holder of an
estate could no longer be compelled to restore the
estate to the true owner, unless the latter should he
able to show that within the prescribed time he had,
with all the prescribed formalities, demanded
restitution.
Well did Heine point out that this last
condition " opened wide the door of chicanery,
particularly
in a State where despotism
and jurisprudence
were at their zenith, and where the unjust possessor
had at command all means of intimidation, especially
against the poor who might he unable to defray the
cost of litigation. The Roman was both soldier and
lawyer, and that which he conquered with the strong
arm he knew how to defend by the tricks of law.
Only a nation of robbers and casuists could have
* “ This is the reason why the law was made, that the
wickedness of men should be restrained through fear
of it, and that good men could live safely amongst bad
men; and that bad men should be punished and cease
to do evil for fear of thepunishment."-From
the Fuero
Juzgo, a collection of laws, Gothic and Roman in origin,
made by the Hispano-Gothic King Chindavinto A.D, 640,
in the National Library of Spain, Madrid.

invented the law of prescription, the
statute
of
limitations, and consecrated it in that detestable book
which may be called the bible of the Devil-I mean the
codex of Roman Civil Law. ”
In
sum
our
formula
reads : Uncontrolled
currency leads to capitalism ; capitalism gives rise to
social
disorders.
Roman
Law
accepting
the
situation seeks by legalising injustices
to preserve
order. At this point I hear the Marxian saying that
everything
I have said confirms the Materialist
Conceptionof History. So far this may be so, for the
history of Greece and Rome is one of economic drift
tempered by revolution.
But the story is not yet
ended. In the article which follows we shall see how
this tendency of economic drift was at length checked
and how the problem of currency which had eluded
the efforts of the law-givers and statesmen of Greece
and Rome at last found a solution in the institution
of the Guild. And again how at a later date the revival
of Roman Law was used to destroy the Guilds, liberate
currency and inaugurate capitalism, which will prove
conclusively that after the decline of Rome economic
developments are the product of ideas and not the
reverse.
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By Dikran Kouyoumdjian,
IV.
It was a pity to decide so grandly that I would not like
tu be in London in November, for before the end of
that month something happened which threw me in
a great hurly-burly of change into an uncomfortable
little flat in Monday Road, which is in South
Kensington,but for all the life and gaiety there is in it
might just: as well be in a scrubby corner of the
Sahara on a dusty day. My father had died suddenly,
and what little question there was of my ever going
into business now dropped away, so I had to make
at least a pretence of earning my living, or, rather, of
making a career for myself. I was very definite about
this, that I must do something
be something; for I
had learnt this much of the world, that there is no
room in it for casual comers, that .a man must have a
background
(any background
will do, but the more
individual the better); that there is no room in any
part soever of the social scale for a man who is just
nothing at all; and as I have never seriously
contemplated living exclusively in the company of landladies and their friends,
I saw that
I must
put my back into it and cease being a very insignificant
rentier. I couldn’t bear the idea of going through
life as just a complacent Armenian in a world where
millions and millions of others were trying honestly
and otherwise to climb up the greasy pole of respectable
attainment.
But I cannot resist saying what I think of Monday
Road, though I am sure I can do it no harm, because
better men than I must have hated it, and more
virulently.
Monday Road, like all the other roads which
sink their mutual differences into the so dreary Fulham
Road, consists of large, equal-faced houses stuck
together in two opposite rows which are separated by
about
yards or so of second-hand Tarmac; a road
like another, you will mildly say, but you cannot
possibly realise its dismal grimness if you have not
lived there. The people who live in the angular-faced
houses are artists who believe in art for art’s sake-else they wouldn’t be forced to live in the dismallest
street in the world-amateur
intellectuals
like myself,
and various sorts of women
The tribe of organgrinders have a great weakness for Monday Road,
probably because some tactless ass has stuck up a
notice there that
“ Barrel-organs
are prohibited, ”
which is a silly thing to say if you can’t enforce it.
Altogether it is the sort of road in which a “ spinster
lady ” might at any moment lock her door, close her

windows, turn on the gas, and read a novel to death.
A woman in the flat next to mine did that a week
after I arrived, and I have never viewed death more
sympathetically.
When men grow old they are apt to discover pleasant
memories attached even to the worst periods, as they
thought them at the time, of their lives.
I am not
very old as yet, but looking back calmly on the
eighteen months I spent in South Kensington,
I can
find here and there, through an exaggerated cloud of
depression
and wretchedness,
a pleasant
memory
smiling reprovingly
at me ; as though, perhaps, I
should not be treacherous to the good hours God or
my luck had given me.
And there was one moment of them all, when, in
the first darkness of an early autumn night, a dim
slight figure stood mysteriously on my doorstep, and
I blinked childishly at it, because I did not know who
the figure was nor how it had come there-if
it had
come at all, and I had not dreamed the ring of the
bell which had startled me out of my book. Or, perhaps,
she had made a mistake hadn’t come for me at all. . . .
But when she spoke, asking for me, I began to
remember her, but only her voice. for I could riot see
her face which was hidden in the high fur collar of
an evening cloak.
She looked so mysterious that I
didn’t want to remember where I had seen her.
“ I simply can’t bear it,” she said nervously, “ if
you don’t remember me.
I’ll go away.”
And she
turned her head quickly to the gates where there
stood the thick dark shape of a taxi ; which I
had somehow riot seen before, else I would have known
for certain that she was not a fairy, a Lilith fairy,
but just a woman ; a nice woman who takes life at a
venture, I decided, and said shortly, “ Don’t go.”
When we were upstairs in my sitting-room and I
could see her by the light of eight candles, I remembered
her perfectly well, though
I had only seen her
once before We had met at some tiresome bridgeparty six months before, hut just incidentally, and
without enough interest on either side to carry the
conversation
beyond
the tepid
limits
of our
surroundings. And as I had never once thought of her
since I had shaken myself free of them, I couldn’t
imagine how on earth she had known my address or
even remembered my name, which she didn’t dare try
to pronounce, she had told me as we went up the
stairs.
She said that she, too, had never thought about
me at all since then, “ until to-night when I was
playing bridge in the same room and with the same
people, except that you were not there-and
I
remembered you only saddenly, as something missing
from the room.
I didn’t remember you because of
anything you said, but because you had been the
worst bridge-player
in the room, and had the most
unscrupulous brown eyes that ever advised a flapper
to inhale her cigarette, as it was no use her smoking
if she didn’t.
And thinking about you among those
people who seemed more dreary than ever to-night,
I had a silly home-sick feeling about you as though
we were comrades in distress, whereas I didn’t even
know your name properly and never shall if you don’t
somehow make it a presentable one.”
“ So I turned the conversation
to Armenians
in
general, which is an easy thing to do because you
have only to murmur the word ‘massacre’
and
the
connection is obvious, isn’t it?
Of course that sent
that
dear
old snob Mrs.---off
like mad, saying
~-hat bad luck it was for you being an Armenian
because you could so nicely have been anything else,
and even a Montenegrin would have been a better
thing to be ; how surprised she had been when she
met you, she told us, for she had always had a vague
idea that Armenians were funny little old men with
long hooked noses and greasy black hair, who hawked

carpets about on their backs, and invariably cheated
people, even Jews and Greeks.
‘‘ But you are quite English and civilised really,
aren’t you?
I mean you don’t think that, just
because I managed to wangle out your address and
came here on impulse, I want to stay with you or
anythinglike that, do you? ”
As she said that, I suddenly thought of Lord
Dusiote’s gallant villainy in Meredith’s poem, and I
told her quickly how a whole Court had been
lovesick for a young princess, but Lord Dusiote had
laughed heart-free, and said :
“I prize her no more than a fling of the dice,
But, oh, shame to my manhood, a lady of ice,
We master her by craft!”
‘‘ But I seem to remember that my Lord Dusiote
came to a bad end,” she laughed at me.
‘‘ Not so bad an end-it
must have been worth it.
And at least he died for a mistake, which is better
than living on one :‘I All cloaked and masked, with naked blades,
That flashed of a judgment done,
The lords of the Court, from the palace-door,
Came issuing forth, bearers four,
And flat on their shoulders one.”’
But Lord Dusiote’s gallant death left her quite cold,
for she was suddenly by the bookcase, running caressing
fingers over a binding here and there.
“ What perfectly‘ ‘divine books you have ! I shall
read them all, and give up Ethel M. Dell for goodbut you are probably one of those stuffy people who
‘ take care’ of their books and never lend them to
any one because they are first editions or some such
rubbish. ”
‘‘ You can have them all,” I said, ‘‘ and you can
turn up the corner of every page if you like, and you
can spill tea on every cover or you can use them as,
table props-because
all these books
from Chaucer
‘to Pater are absolute nonsense at this moment, for in
not one of them is there anything about a dark-haired
young woman with blue eyes and a tentative mouth,
and the indolent caress
of a Latin ancestress
somewherein her voice, standing on a doorstep in a dingy
road, calling on a man who might quite easily be a
murderer, for all you know.”
But enough of that, for the situation of a young
man and a young woman in a third floor flat miles
away from anywhere that mattered,
at
11o’clock
on such a warm autumn night as makes all things
seem unreal and beautiful,
is a situation with a
beard on it, so to speak.
When I first knew Phyllis, though always candid,
she was inclined to be rather “ county,” the sort of
woman “ whose people are all Service people, you
know,” living with her mother near Chester Square,
who at first disliked me because I was not in the
Brigade of Guards, but later grew quite pleasantly
used to me since I, unlike the Brigade of Guards, it
seems, did at least acknowledge my habitual presence
at her house by emptying Solomon’s glory into her
flower-vases;
and if there’s
a better reason than
gratitude for getting into debt, tell it to me, please.
But Phyllis, like many another good woman of these
Liberal times, turned her bored back on ‘‘ county,”
and only remembered what was “ done ” the better
not to do it; fought for, and won a latchkey; asserted
her right to come home at night as late as she pleased,
and how she pleased-for
she had come home from a
dance one night on a benevolent motor-lorry, which
she had begged to pick her up on Piccadilly in pity
for her ‘‘ tired bones,” and which, in cumbrously
dropping her at mother’s door, woke up the whole
street.
And I can so well imagine Phyllis, as she
fitted in her latchkey, murmuring languidly,
hut
withoutmuch conviction, “What fun women have. . . . ‘‘
But, in the reaction of her type against the preceding age of Victoria, she went to the other extreme;

saw life too much through the medium of a couple of
absinthe cocktails before each meal, and sex too much
as though it were entirely a joke, which it isn’t . . .
quite. She cut her hair short, and took to saying
“ damn ” more often than was strictly necessary.
In
fact, she would have been quite unbearable
if she
hadn’t been pretty, which she delightfully was. And,
unlike
her
more careless
sisters
of Chelsea,
Hampstead,and Golders Green, she did not make the
terrible mistake of dressing all anyhow, or make a point
of being able to “ put up with anything ” ; such as,
sleeping on studio floors after a party, in such a way
as to collect the maximum amount
of candle-grease
and spilled drink on her skirts, and wearing men’s
discarded felt hats, cut as no decent man would be
seen alive wearing one, and Roger Fry sort of blouses
which don’t quite make two ends meet at the back,
and carrying queer handbags made, perhaps, out of
the sole of a Red Indian’s threadbare moccassin.
Bohemians indeed, but without so much as a ‘‘ Bo ”
anywhere about them !
They can ‘‘ stand anything,” as they have let it be
generally
known. But, by dressing like freaks and by
being able to stand anything. they have detracted
considerably from their attraction for men; for freaks
are well enough in freak-land but look rather silly in
the world as it is-which
is the world that matters
after all; and what the devil is the good of being
polite and making a fuss of a woman if she tells you
repeatedly that she can “ stand anything,” and much
prefers the feeing of independence fostered by lighting
cigarettes with her own matches, and opening doors
with her own so unmanicured fingers?
I suddenly realise at this very moment of writing
why those months in South Kensington seemed so
overpoweringly dismal, and that even now it is only
time which lends a real pleasure to the memory of the
tall, dim figure (Mr. Charles Garvice would have called
her “ sylph like.” I wish I were Mr. Garvice.) which
stood on my doorstep on an autumn night, and so
mysteriously asked for me. For that beginning
had
a dreary end, as indeed all endings are dreary if the
silken cord is not swiftly and sharply cut, thus
leaving a neat and wonderful surprise, instead of the
long-drawn
ending
of frayed edges
and worn-out
emotions which drive quite nice young men into a
premature cyncism
of dotage.
For we very soon tired of each other, and began
to slip away into our different lives with a great deal
of talk about our “ wonderful friendship ” ; though
we both of us knew very well that there is nothing
left to eat in an empty oyster, and nothing to talk
about on a desert island except how deserted it is, and
nothing to look forward to when you have too quickly
reached Ultima Thule but to get as quickly back again
and examine your bruises-but
he is a coward who
hasn’t enough kick left in him to begin again and
repeat his mistake, for though two wrongs may not
make a right, three or four mistakes of this sort do
certainly make a man. . . . So we both set out to
get back again, but not as quickly as possible, because
Phyllis is a woman, and, perhaps, I am by way of having
a few manners left-and, therefore, we had to take the
longest way back; and were both very tired and bored
with each other when at last I suddenly left her one
night after dinner at her house at half-past nine,
because I had a headache-“ my dear, aspirin isn’t
any good, really it isn’t ”-and was sure she had one,
too. . . .
Six months ago I had a letter from her, saying that
she was going to marry a nice fat baronet, a real,
not a Brummagem one, and not so much because of
his money, but because of his nice, solid, middle-class
ideas, which would help to tone down hers. Phyllis
was like that, and I’ve often wondered very much
about that wretched baronet, whether he will tone her
down, or whether she will persuade him to open a

hat-shopoff Bond Street in aid of a ’bus-conductors’
orphanage.
Phyllis,
you
really
can’t
go
through
life
with halfa cold grouse in one hand and a pint of
Cliquot'04 in the other. There are other things . . .
so they say.

Drama,
By John Francis Hope.
Mr. JAMES BERNARDFAGAN’S
production of “Twelfth
Night ” at the Court Theatre, Chelsea, is a welcome
beginning to the peace revels that are now in sight.
“Better to he merry with Sir Toby Belch, than sadder
‘after ‘ rare, refreshing fruit,’ “ as Fitzgerald might
have said. The production,
unlike Mr. Granville
Barker’sproduction at the Savoy, has the merit of keeping
the producer in his place; we are not tormented all
the while by the carefully restrained exuberance of the
revellers.
Mr. Arthur Whitby (who, if I remember
rightly, played Sir Toby at the Savoy) has effected a
change in his conception
of the character.
Such
manners as the Savoy Sir Toby had were imposed upon
him; he was a sot compelled to conformity by external
influences.
As played at the Court by Mr. Arthur
’Whitby,
Sir
Toby
is
a gentleman,
whose
manners are as native to him as his revelry or
his chivalry,
who
exercises
his right
to
be
merry as energetically
as he does his right to
defend himself.
He is no craven covering
his
depravity with a mask of good breeding, he is a
typical gentleman of his time, not yet subdued to
proprietyby the women’s adoption of Puritanical
standards
A practical test of the validity of any reading
of Sir Toby’s character is afforded by the incident
wherein, like Iago, he urges his slain-mate to get more
money; it is an appalling lapse of humour
(Shakespeare
was subject to such lapses), because
it
introducesanother standard of judgment than the comic.
Mr. Arthur Whitby feels that the incident belies the
conception of Sir Toby as a merry gentleman, and slurs
thepassage; he shows a similar sensitiveness when he
closes the clown’s scene with mad Malvolio, although
woman-ridden Shakespeare makes the feminine assumption
that he is only afraid for himself.
“ I am now
so far in offence with my niece that I cannot pursue
with any safety this sport to the upshot.”
But if
Malvoliowere properly played, the reason would simply be
one of good taste ; a joke has gone too far when it
endangers the victim’s reason, and a gentleman would
need no ether reason to desist. That is how Mr.
Whitby suggests that Sir Toby felt, and it is better
reading of the character than Shakespeare himself was
capable of.
But the play as a whole, particularly as produced at
the Court, raises the question of dramatic propriety
which Shakespeare begs in his sub-title, “ What You
Will.” The attempt to blend sentiment and humour is
‘maintained to this day in English comedy, and is
probablymade necessary by the so-called epicene convention
which really establishes
a feminist supremacy.
After all is said and done, English comedy ends to the
sound of marriage bells; the woman, who has contributed
nothing to the comedy, calls upon the clergy to
“consolidate
her gains.”
I have nothing to say at
the moment against marriage as an institution, or love
as a passion; but women are serious about these
things, and are concerned to enhance their importance,
and that attitude of mind is fatal to comedy.
And ever more they bibble-babble
Of every matter, and make it nice,
was what an old English poet said of women ; and their
purpose is different from that of the comedian, who
wants to laugh us into the understanding of things as
they are.
Sentiment is felt to be so irrelevant to
comedy that, before the lovers have really come to

grips, the audience is half out of the theatre; only the
National Anthem will move them more quickly.
“ Twelfth Night ” only throws this incongruity into
greater relief, because its sentiment
is expressed in
blank verse and its comedy in prose-ant1 the moods
do not mix, they only meet, and the chief comedian,
Sir Toby Belch himself, is so affrighted at the
encounter that he rushes away to marry Maria, the
serving maid. Laughter, instead of holding both its
sides, holds the lady’s hand before
the altar, and
says : “ With this ring I thee wed ”-which
is,
perhaps, the most comic thing that comedy can do with
marriage.
Did not Nietzsche say that Socrates married
ironice, to show that a philosopher should never marry.
that “ a married philosopher is a figure of comedy ” ?
Comedy begins where sentiment ends ; the two states
are not co-terminous but continuous, and the attempt
to blend them, or to juxtapose them, only results in
jumping into a bramble-bush and jumping out again.
This incoherence of mood finally affects the actors.
Every mood has a cumulative effect, which can only be
destroyed by thinking of something else. A
man
occupied with business, for example, cannot become a
romantic lover, although he may become a husband,
because the press of other matters does not permit him
to become the monomaniac of a passion.
Gut if the
comedians are good, if they convert the audience into
“ laughing lions,’’ as they do at the Court, the
sentimentalactors cannot begin to express their feeling
adequately ; there is not the stimulus of receptivity in
the audience, there is, on the contrary, the check of
insensibility.
The better the comedic acting,
the
apparently worse the sentimental; that may he taken as
an axiom.
All that we get is mere recitation with
appropriate gestures, not the realisation of characters :
life has departed from the lovers to the good livers
On the other hand, if the sentiment of the play were
adequately realised,
if it moved the audience,
the
comedians would seem out of place.
So, although the sentimental acting at the Court is
quite good, it does not seem real. It certainly does not
become ridiculous; but if it were as passionate as the
language
demands, if it were as vital as it is
I found
conventional, it would still seem irrelevant.
myself objecting violently to the irruption of Olivia,
although Miss Mary Grey made her a gracious figure.
In another mood, she would have commanded the
sympathy of any audience; in this mood, she only
interrupted
itsenjoyment. Viola, too, although Miss Leah
Bateman made her more acceptable! than did Miss
Lillah McCarthy (because she kept some trace of her
sex and only played the man), failed to elicit any real
interest in the story of her life and love. Apparently
we have passed beyond that stage of feeling when the
Viola was the memorable character
in a production
of “ Twelfth Night,”
as it was with Miss Ellen
Terry ; perhaps our younger actresses are incapable of
believing in love, of the kind that uses blank verse,
at least; anyhow, I have never seen a Viola who
seemed to believe that she was more than a “ feeder”
in an entr’acte.
It is a comedian’s triumph, in which Mr. Herbert
Waring will share more largely when he gives a little
more pomposity to Malvolio in his office, and a little
more extremity of manner in his protestation to Sir
Tobias of his sanity. His Malvolio is rather “ afraid
of greatness,” except when he makes love to Olivia
and is ‘‘opposite with a kinsman.” Mr. Miles Malleson's
Aguecheek
is the perfection
of ninnying,
and
Miss Mignon O’Doherty’s Maria is delightful roguery :
but it is Mr. Arthur Whitby as Sir Toby who will draw
the Londoner most surely to repeat his visit. He has
achieved the apparently impossible to any other actor.
how to be roaring drunk without being bestial ; and
if he will only remember not to drink from an
obviously empty goblet, he will gratify the most
meticulouscritic.

Readers and Writers.
Horace WALPOLE used to say that the Americans were
the only people by whom he would wish to be admired.
Let me put the compliment a little differently and say
that the Americans are the people among all others
whom we would most wish to admire most. Having
under their President Wilson done so much to command
our admiration already, we arc not only willing, we are
desirous and anxious, that they should leave no amendable
fault unamended
in themselves.
Our command
to them is that they should become perfect.
***
This must be my excuse for joining in the discussion
recently initiated in these pages by Mr. Ezra Pound
concerning., the law of literary copyright in America,
and the effect it has on the literary relations of this
country and America. As far as I have been able to
discover,
I must agree with Mr. Pound that the
literary relations of our two countries are bad, and
that much of this estrangement, if not all of it, is due
to remediable causes lying at present on the American
hook of statutes. The actual facts of the situation are
simple.
’The copyright laws of America unlike those
of any other civilised country, with the exception of
ex-Tsarist Russia, require as a condition of extending
the protection of its copyright to any work of foreign
publication
that the latter shall be set up, printed and
published in America within a period of 30 to
days
after its publication in the country. of its origin.
Failing such practically simultaneous
publication
in
America, not only is any American publisher thereafter
entitled to publish the work in question without the
permission of the author, but the author and his
national publisher are not entitled
to demand
any
royalties or fees on the sale of the same.
In other
words, as far as the original author and publisher are
concerted,
they are non-existent
in America unless
they have made arrangements
for the publication of
their work in America within one or, at most, two
months of its original publication in their own country.
***
Not to exaggerate
in describing such a procedure
it can be exactly characterised by no other phrase than
looting under the form of law. Every
author
and
publisher in this country knows how difficult it is to
arrange
for
the simultaneous
publication
of the
majority of works at home and in America. For one
thing, the time-conditions of publication are seldom the
same in both countries.
A book that is timely in this
country may not be simultaneously timely in America ;
and it would be very odd if it always were. Is such a
work as “National Guilds” to be delayed publication
in England because America is not yet ready for it?
Or, in the alternative, is it fair that every chance of
copyrighting it in America should on that account be
lost? Again, a couple of months is a small period of
time in which to arrange to have an English work
dispatched, accepted, set up, printed and published in
America. Commercial difficulties of all kinds arise in
the course of the transaction; and every delay brings
the day of the accursed shears of the American
CopyrightAct nearer. Is an English publisher to bargain
with the advantage of time always on the side of
America, with the certain knowledge that, unless he
comes to terms at once, he will lose everything both
for himself and his author? Either that or indefinitely
delaying publication in this country is his only possible
course; and I know, in fact, of cases in which publication
here has been delayed for months while
negotiations
for American publication
were being protracted.
The American Copyright Law is thus seen to be a
modern example of Morton’s fork. By requiring that
the foreign author shall publish his work in America
within one or two months of its publication at home,
it compels him to make a choice (in the majority of
cases) between forfeiting his copyright in America, or

delying, at his own cost, the publication of his book
in his own country. Upon either prong he is impaled.
If he elects for American publication he must forgo
the chance of the immediate market at home ; and if
he elects for immediate publication at home he must
forgo the prospect of the protection of American
copyright.
***
Such
an ingenious
device for Dick-Turpining
Europeanauthors cannot have been invented and enforced
without some presumed moral justification, America
cannot be conceived as a willing party to the legalisation
of literary piracy ; and it was and is, no doubt,
under some cover of justification that the law was
enacted and now runs.
The defence for it, I should
suppose, is the presumed necessity for protecting the
industry of book-making
in America
on behalf
of
American authors, printers,
and publishers alike. Its
defence, in short, is, I imagine, the same defence that
is set up for protection in commercial matters in this
country, namely, the desirability of excluding foreign
home-industry.
of encouraging
competition
and
Against this defence, however, there is a great deal to
be said that ought to weigh with the American people,
and that ought to weigh in their calculations as well
as in their taste and sense of right. For, as to the
latter, I take it that no American would undertake to
defend his Copyright Law on the principles either of
be
in
good taste or common justice. It cannot
conformity with good taste for the literary artists of
America to procure (protection for themselves by penalising
their European confreres;
and it cannot be justice
to rob a European author of his copyrights,
or to
compel him to delay his publication in Europe. These
admissions I take for granted; and the only defence
left is the calculation that such a Copyright Act is pod
for the American book-making interests.
***
Non., if books were like other commodities, their
sale, like the sale of other commodities, would fall
under the economic law of diminishing
returns.
Thereunder,as their supply increased, the demand for books
would tend to decrease, as is the case with cotton,
say, or wooden spoons. And upon such an assumption
there might be some reason for prohibiting
the
free importation of printed books, since the imported
articles would compete in the home market for a
relativelyinelastic demand. But books, it is obvious, are
not a commodity in this sense of the word. They do
not satisfy demand, but stimulate it; and their sale
does not, therefore, fall under the economic law of
diminishing returns, but under the very contrary, that
of increasing returns. Books, there is no doubt of it,
arc the cause of books. New books do not take the
place of old books; nor do books really compete, as a
general rule, with each other. On the contrary, the
more books there are, the more are demanded and the
more are produced. The free importation of books is
not, therefore, a means of contracting thehomeproduction of books; it is the very opposite, the most
effective means of stimulating home-production
to its
highest possible degree. If I were an American author,
resident in America, and concerned for the prosperity
of the American book-making profession, craft
and
industry, I should not be in the least disposed to thank
the American Copyright Law for the protection it
professedto give me. The appetite for books upon which
appetite I and my craft live, grows, I should say, by
what it feeds on. Addressing the Copyright Act as it
now exists, I should say to it : “In discouraging the
free importation of foreign books, and in alienating
the goodwill of foreign authors and publishers
you
are robbing foreign authors (that is true), but, much
worse, you are depriving my public of the stimulus
necessary to its demand for my books.
Since we
authors in America have a vital interest in increasing
literary demand, and the more books the more demand

is created, our real protection lies in freely. importing
books, and not in placing the least impediment in their
way. Intending to help us, you-the Copyright Law
-are really our enemy.”
I cannot see what reply the
Copyright Law could make to this attack upon it by
its proteges; and I believe, moreover, that if they were
to make it, the Law would soon be amended.
R. H. C.
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TO GW-,
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(Australian Imperial Force).
Ah! weep, ah! weep to see these German dead
Sprawled in that prideless last indignity
Beneath the orchard boughs of Bretonneux
There clustered in decay like fallen fruit
They lay their lips upon the dust of France,
Or urge upon the pity of her suns
The red grimacings of their riven sides,
Where tainted wounds gape wide as tortured mouths,
And in the inquisitioning of Death
Pass from their shameless lips the sorry truths
Of our unhallowed blood . . . the gross
And humble secrets of mortality. . . .
Ah! weep, but not in pity for these dead,
Not pity for these grey polluted things
Whom Death has taken once in wolfish jawsOnce and thus thrown unheeding of his killNor weep the moonlit agony when they,
Rooting their souls into the ravaged soil,
Were spent upon the breasts of Picardy.
But weep! but weep! and not that they be dead;
Weep for the evil need to kill and kill
Which from the golden gullies of our land
And all the bush-bred quiet of our days
Brought out our young beneath the milk-white moon
With moon-white steel to slay and leave them thus,
Debauched of all the semblances of man
That yesterday were semblances of God.
Ah ! weep for them-their generation set
Full in the luckless noonday of our race,
To front the cruel duties of its dawnTo summon from far lairs of voiceless time
The primal frenzies of the first abyss,
So that their souls of later birth, made drunk
With jungle-lusts, might meet all unappalled
The panic terrors of earth’s infancy.
Weep for the young-for them your saltest tears;
Set in the battle-van of all the days,
And born to brunt of wars that ancient men
Have made for them-of pride, of crime, and all
The honoured imbecilities of State,
The sexless vanities of frozen age.
Weep for the young that kill and that are killed,
Not in the service of their youthful lusts,
But that some vestige of our sacred world
Survive this bloody orgy of the old.
Weep! weep for them! for them whose feet seemed set
To tread for ever avenues of peace
Along the wattling ridges of our south,
Where Dynasty was like a tale forgot,
And War a fading memory of old Time.
Ah! weep for them that something in their souls-And they were lesser men that had it notDrave them like chaff before the westering wind
From still cathedrals of the eucalypt
To all the edges of the outer earth,
When, in the stillness of a summer night,
Wrong thundered down its gage to gentle men,
And woke them to the virtues of the wolf
To keep unhurt their old simplicity.
Ah! weep that sons of men should so have grown,
Against the kinder nurture of their day,
Familiar in the craft of death, but weep
Your tears but for the quick! These dead must share
The unpitying curse that is upon the creed
Which brimmed the world with hatred like a cup
And set our kind to face the alien work
Of crushing to this welter of red filth
These nameless Saxons here at Bretonneux
France.
WILLDYSON,A.I.F.

Music.
By William Atheling.
STROESCO, Violinists.
I NOTED with approbation that at his final recital, last
season, Constantin Stroesco had begun to take singing
as a serious art. Again (October 25, at AEolian
Hall) I find enough in his singing to make a detailed
fault-finding
worth
while.
Were our musical life more organised,
more
coherent, we should insist on a greater specialisation
by performers. We should not have Rosing singing
French translations
of German songs when he could
just as well, or rather better, give us Russian. We
should note that Tinaire (notice next week) has a
certain subtlety in his enunciation of French which nonFrench tenors have not.
We should probably want
M. Tinaire to leave Italian to someone else, not
because he sings it badly, but because his French is
better than his Italian.
Were there a really critical
audience, it would insist on each performer doing the
thing he does best--at least in public; one does not
wish to interfere with people’s private diversions.
Stroesco gave us fifteen songs by fourteen different
composers.
It was in the main a good programme.
A man should not begin his work on too narrow a
basis, but Stroesco’s next step should be to decide
what he does best. This limitation of one’s art is
perhaps a French gift; the artist should find himself
in some mode in which he can use all or nearly all
his gifts to the best advantage, and where his limitations
will least affect the complete presentation
of his
subject-matter;
I said before that Stroesco seemed well fitted to
render old Italian music on the one hand, and his
native Roumanian folk-songs
on the other. This is
not a Medic and Persian decree that he shall touch
nothing else.
The first four lines of Debussy’s
“ L’Enfant ” were exquisitely given. But this does
riot convince me that modern French music is “ good
for him. ” Does it not interfere with his original elan,
and slightly affect his singing of “ Muger, Mugural ”?
Does he do this folk-song any better for having to a
great extent mastered an exotic? At any rate, there
is something in his singing of modern French songs
which raises this uncertainty in my mind.
There was a certain opacity in his tone, perhaps
phlegm and tiredness toward
the
end
of his
programme, hut there was nothing in his singing of the
older music which made one feel that it was unsuited
to him.
“ Giorni ” was not in academic mould.
It
was
individual
in interpretation;
it
was
constructed, painted, with full use of liberties (these
liberties are historically correct). Stroesco got variety
into his tone, and the interpretation showed thought.
I am all for his singing composers of this period-Pergolesi,
Cesti,
Caldara,
Paisiello,
Paradies,
Del
Leuto, Legrenzi.
I would gladly hear three-fourths of
his next concert given over to work of this character.
On October 25, his close to “ Dalla sua Pace ” was
exquisite, his diminuendos excellent, Moffat’s “Lovely
is your Mien ” given with charm. Not
as harsh
condemnation, one should note that Mozart’s song has
the movement of music, not the accent of speech.
The singer is bound to follow this.
Chausson
in
“ Amour d’Antan ” respects the words.
Moffat is
florid; he follows the accent of the poem, but he cannot
resist
the temptation
to put in little descants too
often.
The temptation is considerable.
He has the
grace to put some of his descant on “ Ah, ah, ah.”
Shakespeare put in “ Hey-nonny-nonnys,”
so that the
musician might have his fun without upsetting
the
poetry.
Mozart was much more important than his
librettist (more important even when he had
Metastasio
to write
words
for
him). But there is a certain
kind of emphasis and there are certain effects of
veracity which cannot be given by music of this school,

The perfect song occurs when the poetic rhythm
is in itself interesting, and when
the musician
augments, illumines it, without breaking away from, or
at least without going too far from, the dominant
cadences and accents of the words, when the ligatures
illustrate the verbal- qualities,
and when the little
descants and prolongations
fall in with the main
movementof the poem. The Debussy song-was well set.
Easthope Martin tries to follow the words of a poem
called “ Beauty,” but their rhythm is without interest
and his setting shows neither talent nor inspiration.
Pizetti da Parma opens his accompaniment
with
rehashed Debussy, but he is setting one of d’Annunzio’s
most felicitous poems, and, having therefore a different
language from that usually set by Debussy, he
adds an Italian element which breaks up the cliches
of the modern French school. The song is excellently
set, save for the twelfth line. Da Parma shows true
restraint in not repeating the final line of the poem,
which a fourth-rate musician would have done.
Wagner in French, with the label “ Souffrances,”
opened well, but the second strophe
still reeks
“ Deutschland
uber alles.”
Brahms’
“ Serenade ”
brought most applause from the audience.
I
preferred Di Veroli’s Mozart accompaniment to the
mannerof his Brahms accompaniment, which latter gave
me no satisfaction.
I think there might with advantage have been more
Roumanian
on the programme.
The Pastoral
was
very interesting ; “ Cantec ” excellent.
VIOLINS.
Evelyn Cooke, AEolian Hall, October 26.
Cesar
Frank Sonate, pale, “ poetic,” or moonlight effects,
piano accompaniment
unduly
sentimental
(between
ourselves,
a bore).
If the first movement
was
“ allegretto ” as announced,
it was certainly very,
very moderato.
The young lady gets a clear tone
from he: fiddle, failure of interest in second movement
possibly due to her having had no definite intention
of making it mean anything in particular. Rejoicing
of Christmas-card angels, Franck’s usual stage sets,
executant’s technique
in detail unexceptionable.
Sascha Lasserson, Wigmore
Hall, Oct. 28.
Full,
rich tone, temperament, rhythm sense, virility.
I am
not absolutely sure of his pitch sense; acoustics play
one odd tricks.
The Bach Ciaconna is a bore if it be not played with
considerable ability ; Lasserson was well above that
danger line. There was perhaps a slight drag at the
start, but it improved as he proceeded; one had no
very distinct sense of partitions, none of the cleancutness one rather expected; it was as if the music
had been written fifty years later than Bach; but
there was clear bell tone in places and a very considerable
beauty, an excellent close, arid passages showing
thought.
Of the two melodies by Achron, the first has a badly
written
piano accompaniment
and
no particular
interest; in the second the tom-torn for the piano is
better, some interest
in the harmony,
violin part
negligible.
Tor-Aulin an improvement, but I should
prefer the “ King’s Dinner Music ” as given by any
native cafe orchestra in Tangier.‘
Lasserson should have a very considerable public
success.
Virtuosity
in Hubay “ Zephir ” a little
empty, not good enough to be repeated
in encore
without boring the more intelligent members of the
audience.
The Chopin-Sarasate
“ Nocturne ”
showed
the
violinist’s limitations;
he should have got more out
of it. Sarasate “ Spanish Dance ” went without a

slip.
Kennedy-Fraser
second
Hall, Tuesday, November

Hebridean
recital,
12, at 3 p.m.

Aeolian

Views

and Reviews.

Women
IN
Parliament.
THE resolution of the House of Commons that “ it is
desirable that a Bill should be passed forthwith making
women eligible as members of Parliament ’ ’ deserves
a little attention even at the present time. The
concession was asked for by no considerable body of
opinion, and the claim was certainly not being pressed
at the moment ; the resolution was moved by a Liberal
on the ground that membership of Parliament followed
“ logically ” on the grant of the franchise. If politics
were logic, nothing could be simpler ; any sixth-form
boy could govern the world But I have always held
the opinion that women would get the vote when it
had no value, and would become members of Parliament
when all power had passed to the Executive ; in
other words, that membership
of Parliament would
follow politically, and not logically, the grant of the
franchise.
The highly centralised form of government
under which we are living, with its extraordinary
powers of co-option and its privileged
nor-responsibility
to Parliament,
with
its introduction
of ex-officio
Colonial members of the War Cabinet
(no English
Minister, except the Prime Minister, is an ex-officio
member), does not fulfil the conditions of the prophecy.
The women can enter Parliament because
there
is,
nothing there of government,
nothing
of legislative
power, scarcely anything of administrative control. It
is axiomatic that a body which feels itself to be powerful
does not even contemplate a change of constitution ;
and that an ex-Cabinet Minister should suggest an
alteration in the composition of the Lower Chamber, an
alteration that was not being demanded and for which
women are so ill-prepared that they do not expect to
be able to put a dozen candidates before the electors,
that such a resolution, so moved, should be passed
by such an overwhelming majority, is indicative only
of the fact that sovereignty no longer resides in the
House of Commons. The
people’s
chamber
has
committed
demogamy, that- is all.
It would be easy, of course, to make jokes about the
change, to draw pictures of the Mace decorated with
bows of baby-ribbon. and so on. But I think it more
important
to note that
the more
“ democracy ”
triumphs, the farther away from politics it moves. It
is amazing to me that at a time when the political
affairs of the civilised world are in a state of evolution,
when alliance has become combination and seems likely
to lead to a federation that, at the very least, will
control the economic resources of the world,
"democracy
’’ should content itself with domesticity.
I
recently attended a lecture on “the aims of the Labour
Party,”
and discovered
that
they
included
the
‘‘ nationalisation ” (whatever
that means)
of
all
necessary services, the land, railways, housing,
banking
education,
all very necessary things
but not the
prime business of a Government. When I suggested
that the aims of the Labour party did not include the
Government of the Empire, the speaker was offended;
hut the fact remains that this programme
is the
programme
of
the
enlightened
capitalist
(who
is always
the largest
employer
of Labour),
and
will be more efficiently realised by him than by the
collection of local preachers and trade union secretaries
who call themselves politicians.
The speeches
made
at
the recent women’s
conference confirm me in my opinion.
The women’s
contribution to politics, it was alleged, would be expert
knowledge of housewifery and midwifery. They would
tell “ The Old Wives’ Tale ” in Parliament,
how
Mrs. Jones had lost her baby because the Government
had not organised a pure milk supply, how Mary Ellen
had lost her virtue because the Women Police had no
power to arrest, how Martha Higgins was making
match-boxes
or button-holes
or air-balls
at some
ridiculous rate of wages and was giving a penny a

week to the missionaries. I have nothing to say against
the exercise of this expert knowledge; I do not know
what a Dorcas meeting is, but I imagine that such
information would there be relevant; but in
Parliament!
I am not attacking domesticity (I also have a
home) when I say that the women’s point of view, as
expressed by themselves, is not political. A man may
be a good politician even if, like Canning, he does not
know that a tadpole loses its tail and becomes a frog;
but a woman’s knowledge of the woman’s “ point of
view” is not an obvious qualification for the government
of an Empire.
What I want to make clear is the fundamental
assumption of “ democracy ” as it enters the political
world. It assumes that the system will be maintained
by the same “ hidden hands ” that now control it, and
that democratic self-government
is exercised
in
demanding domestic comforts. Bagehot said in 1872 :
“ If the first work of the poor voters is to try to create
a ‘ poor man’s Paradise,’ as poor men are apt to fancy
that Paradise, and as they are apt to think they can
create it, the great political trial now beginning will
simply fail. The wide gift of the elective franchise will
be a great calamity to the whole nation, and to those
who gain it as great a calamity as to any. As politics,
it has failed, and has confessed its failure by enlarging
the electorate. “ Democracy ” not only cannot govern
the country, it has no desire to do so; and the
realisationof its ambition for a vote in every election, a
piano in every parlour, and a University education
for every dustman (it is usually a dustman who is chosen
as an example), will keep it occupied while the world
is being parcelled out and the Constitution transformed
beyond all knowledge.
The House of Commons has, by its own action,
diminished its prestige to that of a provincial
parliament,
a sort of Local Government Board in session.
It has made easy the governmen! of the United Kingdom
by non-sovereign
bodies
concerned
only
with
domestic problems, and has made necessary a division
of function which must result in a new Constitution.
Either the social reform programme of “ democracy ”
will be permitted to occupy the whole time of Parliament
while the bureaucracy governs the Empire, and
perhaps enters into a League of Nations with unknown
powers of control over the resources of the world; or
a new body, perhaps electoral, but certainly with large
powers of co-option, will be found to deal with the
specifically political problems of the Empire. It is a
fact worth noting that the political programmes
are
being formulated by the men who failed to rise to the
occasion of the war; while the man who has made the
most sweeping reconstructions
of our political system,
who has created a new timocracy, a new bureaucracy,
and a despotism that has no visible head, has announced
publicly that he has no programme. The
“democracy”
may know what it wants, and may get it; but what it
does not want it will not get, and that is the political
power that used to reside in Parliament.
A. E. R.
THE

BULL.

Here is the field, the grass is green;
What fearest thou, O man?
Look, from the far corner be cometh,
With misty breath, and swift, impatient rush,
Head down, and filled with force titanic!
Let him approach, and hold thy ground ;
Put forth thy hand to stroke his nose,
And, lo, his wrath is spent,
And all his strength subservient to thy will!
Mount, then, and let the journey be
Through watchful danger, still his speed and power
Shall, ’neath thy guidance, bear thee with delight
And willing fierceness to a triumph fine
Of creditable handling.
He shall cease,
When thou at last art ready to descend;
But thou shalt still remain upon his might.
J. A. M. A.

Recent

Verse.

ELEANORDeane HILL. Demeter.
(Blackwell. 2s. 6d.
net.).
When the story is familiar the manner of telling of
it should be new; and when it has been already many
times beautifully told, it should be newly told either
more beautifully than ever or in a novel manner.
Otherwise, what is the justification for it? There is a
proverb about letting well alone. Eleanor Deane Hili’s
re-telling of the story of Demeter is neither novel nor
more beautiful than its predecessor. Taking Tennyson
as her model-with
‘‘Oenone,”
in all probability,
as her particular exemplar-she
has now and then
written a line or two that Tennyson might have
owned :
And idle in her lap lay her white hands
Like flowers in rain.
Her face mas shadowed in her night of hair.
But, on the whole, the narrative is tedious; and in one
instance
an unforgivable parody-for
such
it
may
well be called-is perpetrated :And Proserpine,
Wandering heedless, suddenly was rent
From her loved meadows, shedding one by one
The flowers with which she filled her garments fine.
The original is too beautiful to suffer by imitation.
Let it be printed here as a starry warning :O Proserpins,
For the flowers now, that frighted thou let’st fall
From Dis’ waggon!
A few other poems show Miss Hill to be a sincere
worshipper
of beauty-when
she sees it-but
not, as
yet, a priestess in the temple.
Mine eyes have taken beauty ; ’tis become
The core of me, my breath,
Pulse of my heart, my life.
That
is thoroughly unrestrained
feeling
and really
incoherent.
How could what mine eyes have taken
become the core, breath, pulse and life of me? And
why this catalogue, when the single right word, which
it is the poet’s business to find, would have sufficed?
A poem called “ Pegasus”
ends in a comic anticlimax :Like a bored donkey on the Margate sands.
It opens, however, with a couple of lines, the second
of which is really worthy of Pegasus.
I dreamt I once caught Pegasus asleep
In a green meadow, by a bubbling spring.
It was a shame to fall so far from such a height.
STELLABENSON. Twenty. (Macmillan.
3s. 6d. net. ).
Twenty refers to the number of poems contained in
this volume, most of which are reprinted from Miss
Benson’s prose works, “ I Pose ” and “ This is the
End.”
Whether from their association with the prose
text or from another cause less flattering to the author,
the majority convey a prose rather than a poetic
emotion.
What they say predominates
over
their
manner of saying it. It is not the case, as in poetry,
that matter and manner are so commingled that neither
is before nor after the other: but the reader’s attention
is mainly drawn to the meaning and only secondarily
to the form. The earlier poems run into sapphics :-That day you wrought for me
Shone, and was ended.
Perfect your thought for me,
Whom you befriended.
Such joy was new to meNew, and most splendid.
More than was due to me,
More than was due to me,
That is simple and without much guile, though the
repetition of the last line is something of a songwriter’s trick.
The various “ me’s ” are also a little

pathetic.
But we are a long way yet from poetry.
In the following lines, an attempt is made to escape
from the sapphic mode, but it can be heard plainly
underneath
the superimposed
rhythm :There pass the thrilling dreams, and these
My soul adores-my
words condemn-Oh, I would fall upon my knees
To kiss their golden garments’ hem,
Yet words do lie in wait to seize
And murder them.
Prose, again, is to be found in this passage, still
harping, too, upon the sapphic :These thirty years
Old men have filled my ears
With middle-aged ideas
That never have been young.
Seriously
matter-of-fact, but further away than ever
from poetry.
“ True Promises “
is scarcely
distinguishablefrom prose; and the matter is completely
master, this time, of the manner :You promised leaven and ordeal by flame.
You promised true. In joy we trembled lest
We should be found unworthy when it came;
But-oh--we
never guessed
The fury of the test.
The most elaborate of the poems is “ Five Smooth
Stones,’) and it is really a sermon of the Kipling
chapel.
Love, hate, knowledge and prayer, all these
will fail ; but there is a fifth thing which will not fail.
And when the moment has gone by for hoping,
Sling your fifth stone, O son of mine, and win.
What the fifth stone is, the present
however, cannot well make out.

little Peterkins,

GEOFFREY
Dearmer.
Poems.
(Heinemann.
net.)
The dedicatory
poem to the author’s brother is
more sincere than beautiful :All close we feel you live and move, we know
Sour life shall ever be
Close to our lives enshrined eternally.
A passage from “ Missing ” may be quoted as
illustrating one of Mr. Dearmer’s more usual levels :But still I hold
Burnt in my memory in beaten gold
Days when the Spring stirred in each waking bush
A blue-flecked jay or tawny-feathered thrush,
And drowsy Winter, startled unawares
By arc-winged partridges or listening hares,
Fled guiltily. We heard the magpies callThose dominoes at Nature’s carnivalAnd once a kingfisher, a lovely gleam
Snatched from a rainbow, darted to a stream.
The snowdrops bowed their heads for us to see,
Shy peeping buds of hooded chastity ;
And stalwart cowslips raised sun-glinted eyes
To those who stooped to pluck their sanctities.
Grass-nested crocuses that scorn the wind
Speared upward proudly and besought mankind
To step with care. Near by, we searched a glade
Where violets brood in sweetness, half afraid
To wake their petals. On we roamed, and soon
The flower that shares her secret with the moon
In pale gold fellowship peeped out, among
A host of truculent daffodils that flung
Their trumpets down the wind.
Long as it is, it will repay attention to its many
faults.
Note, in the first place, its pre-Elizabethan
The flowers, somebody has said, which
enumerations.
Shakespeare
used were gathered and described
by
his predecessors.
They collected and named them ;
he wore them, Mr. Dearmer, it seems, has simularly
been out with his herbarium and notebook; and in this
passage we have some of the raw materials for poetry.
In the next place, observe the accurate naturalist rather
than the poet at work in the composition of doublebarrelled
adjectives : Blue-flecked,
tawny-feathered,

arc-winged, sun-glinted, and so on. In a subsequent
poem as many as four appear in two successive lines :
Of swallows crowding with sea-sprinkled wings
And ash-buds amber-gummed round close-furled green.
The effect is science, not poetry; and it is only with
their most sparing use that such words can yield beauty.
Mr. Dearmer has made a habit of them.
Note next
the pedestrian and descriptive character of the extract.
Art represents
or, rather,
it creates the original
impression in a new medium. Mr. Dearmer
simply
reproduces. Compare his description of daffodils with
Shakespeare’s representation
of them. “ Truculent ”
is a word for an essay; it cannot be used in poetry.
Ditto,
dominoes.
There
are several contradictions
also in this passage. The association of “ stalwart “
with “ sanctities ” is false; so is the association of
“ spearing proudly “ with “ beseeching ” ; “ startled
unawares ” is a pleonasm. Altogether, the poem has
been made, not born.
It was inevitable after this juvenile catalogue that
we should find verses for children, fanciful without
imagination.
Here is an example :Away to the-call of the racing sea(Child of the flowing tide)
A hundred chargers of ivory
And two of them saddled for you and for me
Are pawing and stamping the surf to be free
Where the wild sea-horses ride.
Mr. Ashby-Sterry
has written
more amusing
parodiesof impromptu verse for children than this; but he
was aware they were parodies.
The bracketed line
suggests that Mr. Dearmer thinks his gaIlop a poetic
progress.
Omitting the war-poems which, again, are
sincere without other virtues, the lines which alone
give us a hint of poetry are to he found in “ April,”
What is behind your weeping,
O April tears?
That shows the beginning of the right mood.
STEPHENMaguire.
Reviews.
The Rough Road.
By W. J. Locke.
(The Bodley
Head. 6s. 6d. net.)
Mr. Locke’s amiability
has never been better
expressed than in this story. He is so much the friend of
man that his bad characters do good by stealth, or
come to a good end. He is incapable of conceiving a
villain; at the worst, his people are only delinquents
whose lapses have an air of falling into a larger life.
Phineas McPhail, for example, was not a hypocrite ;
he was a man whose capacity for living was not
exhausted by his duties as a tutor, and who did not
regard it as his duty to teach his pupil the way about
town. “Doggie” Trevor learned nothing from Phineas
except the subjects he was paid to teach; and if virtue
is to be developed by thinking only of those things
which are pure, and of good report, Doggie Trevor
was a model of virtue.
Rut what Durdlebury called
virtue was not manliness, it was a synonym for the
accomplishments of a young lady, the virtuosity of the
female.
Doggie Trevor was as refined as--as castor
sugar, and as incompetent as the Lady of Shalott,
whom he much resembled. Imagine him kicked into
a second-lieutenancy
of a line regiment, kicked out
again, and finally enlisting as a private, and you have
the bare skeleton of many stories of the war. But
most of the men who have “ found their souls ” in
this war have found rather magnificent souls. Doggie
Trevor’s soul was not of this kind : it was, perhaps,
a little soul, but it sufficed to sustain him in his
difficultiesand to be a friend to Tommy. He was most
human, most lovable, most ordinary, except in his
proficiency in the art of playing the tin whistle; and he
found his level among the unnumbered myriads of the
lower-middle-classes
who have learned the larger arts
of fellowship in the Army.
He is blood-brother to

Kipps, to Mr. Polly, but outgrows their wistful
helplessness;
theheart warms to him in the mostordinary
situations,
he is an object-lesson in humanity.
Incidentally,
he is the focus of some perfectly realised
scenes in an English cathedral town. and of some
French ones that Mr. Locke renders with a glamour
of reality peculiar to him.
The Book of the
’High Romance:
A Spiritual
Autobiography. By Michael Williams
(Macmillan.)
autobiography
irresistibly
Mr. Michael Williams’
reminds
us of the story of the reporter challenged by
General
Booth with the inquiry : “ Are You saved? ”
“No, I’m a reporter.”
“ Then come back and be
save." Mr. Williams shows us how hard it is for
a reporter to enter the Kingdom of Heaven-or,
at
least, the Catholic Church. As a record of the
vicissitudes
of his life, of a magnificent struggle against the
disabilities entailed by phthisis, the book is valuable.
As a reporter,
Mr. Williams
met everybody
and
lived with anybody,
and
his sketches
of
life
in Helicon Hall with Upton Sinclair, and a multitude
of “ isms,”
or of San Francisco during
the
earthquake,or of New York at all sorts of odd times, are
done with a fine humanity and poise of spirit. But he
drops into the style of the testimony meeting so soon
as he begins to talk of his soul; accuses himself with
gusto of really important sins, the most important
being an overwhelming
and indefinable sense of sin,
for whichnothing but Catholicism was the cure.
Spiritualism,
Theosophy, the secret Order of the Elder
Brothers of Mankind, Christian
Science, Grape-Nuts
and Go-To-Bed-Early, all these and many more were
tried; hut none of them pleased God. When he did
at last fall from Nietzschean Super-humanity
(with a
yo, ho, and a bottle of rum) into Catholicism, it was
not the Catholicism of the sacraments (which is social),
it was the Catholicism
of miracle (which
is
superstitious)
into which he fell. He was American enough
to choose the most modern of miracle-workers, and a
woman at that; it was a Sister Teresa of the Carmelites
who gave him his first experience
of the breath
of heaven, and worked a miracle for him on the first
anniversary of his spiritual birthday. The rest of the
book is more worthy of the intelligence of a peasant
girl of fifteen than of a man of the world such as Mr.
Williams is; and serves only to remind us that the
penalty, or compensation,
of excessive scepticism is
pious credulity. When his Catholicism has become
,catholic, instead of parochial, we shall be pleased to
hear from him again.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.
THE MIDDLE AGES.
Sir,-I have always had the greatest respect for Mr.
A. J.Penty, for he is one of those logical and consecutive
writers not often met with in our times.
There are
statements, however, in his article, in your issue of
August 22, which furnish copious material for the
dissectorof logicalfallacies.
Mr. Penty rightly believes that there was a period in
the Middle Ages when the condition of the masses of the
people was better than it has ever been before or since.
That period was also one of widespread aesthetic taste.
It was also one when everybody in Western Europe
attended the Roman Catholic Church. Mr.
Penty
therefore
jumps to the conclusion, as Disraeli did in his
novels, and as Messrs. Belloc and Chesterton have done
in their writings, that the religion of mediaeval Europe
was beneficial to the masses and to art.
These gentlemen have all overlooked one essential fact,
that in the Middle Ages every man of intellect or
aesthetic feeling was compelled by force of circumstances
to be an ecclesiastic. The monasteries and convents
contained
not only religious people, but all sorts of persons
who used their brains at all. Therefore we find among
the persons who wore cowls and cassocks in that age
all the socialists, free-lovers, anarchists, and atheists of
theperiod. We do not need to go beyond the Papacy

itself for many opinions which could not be expressed
without risk in any public hall in London to-day.
BonifaceVIII, who lived in Dante’s time, ridiculed the
doctrine of immortality, and announced that “ there is no
more harm in adultery than in rubbing your hands together.”
Alexander VI, Julius II, Leo X, and most of
the Popes of the two centuries before the Reformation
had no more belief in the mysteries of Christianity than
the late Mr. G. E. Foote or Colonel R. G. Ingersoll. If
anything, they were somewhat more irreverent in their
unbelief.
As Froude tells us, the Vatican merely
despised Luther as an ignoramus who wrote very inelegant
Latin and appeared seriously to believe in dogmas even
more absurd than those which he attacked.
No one has ever doubted the value of these men’s
contribution to aesthetic culture and intellectual freedom.
Macaulay gives full credit to the Popes of that period
for their elegant Latinity and fine artistic taste.
As
Oscar Wilde puts it, “ The Bad Popes loved beauty almost
as passionately, nay, with as much passion, as the Good
Popes hated thought.” In those days there was no need
for anybody to leave the Church. Mr. Joseph McCabe,
if he had lived then, would simply have stayed in the
Church and become one of the Bad Popes. Moreover, a
bon vivant was as much at home in the Church as an
atheist.
It was an archdeacon of Oxford who wrote :
“ Mihi sit propositum in taberna mori,
Vinum sit apposition morientis ori,
Ut dicant, cum venerint angelorum chori,
‘Deus sit propitius huic potatori.’ ”
It is therefore very important in speaking of the
Middle Ages to know just what portion of the Middle
Ages we are talking about. There was a really religious
period of the Middle ‘Ages, known as the Dark Ages.
Hallam gives 500 to 1100 as the period of the Dark Ages,
and while some of us may doubt where to place the
eleventh century, there can be no doubt about 500 to
Men were redly religious
then.
If Mr. Penty
can show that that was a period of guilds, or fine art,
or popular well-being, we shall really have to consider
the claims of mediaeval religion.
But Mr. Penty cannot show anything of the kind. The
period 500 to 1000 was one of slavery, ugliness, and entire
lack of constructive ability in social matters. Even in
the Dark Ages the usual number of Henry Georges,
BernardShaws, and other philanthropic persons were born
into the world, and in their capacity of priests and monks
they did their best to alleviate slavery and to get many
slaves set free. But the net result was nil. Williams the
Conqueror was as religious a man and as good a Churchman
as Anselm, and at the very best such natures merely
cancelled each other.
The guilds and all other forms of popular emancipation
really date from the same event as the revival of free
inquiry and the regeneration of art. All these things
sprang from the meeting of the Christians with the more
civilised Mahomedans. The Crusades began about 1100,
and suddenly the uncouth barbarians of the West were
confronted with a people who washed themselves, had
polite manners, and possessed poets like Omar Khayyam
and Firdousi.
The effect was overwhelming
Commerce
began, and commerce started the guilds. Architecture
had already begun to revive in the eleventh century, for
the brilliant civilisation of the Moors in Spain was even
then exercising some influence
on the neighbouring
countries.
After the Crusades began, the revival of
thought and of the sense of beauty went on with
immenseimpetus, The best period for labour in England
was from about 1348 to 1530. It was inaugurated by the
Black Death, which made labour scarce; but so far as
its ,causes were intellectual, they were due to the spirit
of free inquiry and not to religious faith. During the
whole of the Golden Age of the English labourer there
was hardly a single Pope who had any more belief in the
Three Persons of the Godhead than in Jupiter or Saturn.
As the Popes were, so were the poets and painters.
Petrarch, Boccaccio, Chaucer, Politian, Ariosto,
Machiavelli,
mere the great writers
of the period which Mr.
Penty justly regards with so much pride.
Titian,
Raphael, and Leonardo da Vinci were its painters. If
these are what Mr. Penty means by “ spiritual ” men, I
am sure the greatest champion of humanism will never
R, R. KERR
quarrel with Mr. Penty’s religion.

Pastiche.
SONNET.
To X.
My love is like a lamp to me
To light my way in drearest night;
O than aurora far more bright,
Its shadow is my thoughts of thee,
Which struggle
for ascendancy
To make thine image in my mind
More lovely; and my love more blind
To nature’s mean disparity.
And in a glass I sometimes view
An image that is fair to thee;
More lovely far than ugly me,
When it adopts thy fancy’s hue.
O flame of love? Too happy me!
My soul’s the very wick of thee!
C. S. D.
EDUCATION.
“What we’re aiming at, sir,” said the young and
enthusiastic Brigade Education Officer to the Big Pot
from Whitehall, “ is to give these young soldiers the
Broader Outlook. We have no use for German methods.
We appeal to the intelligence and to the emotions. On
parade, of course, we expect that particular virtue of
instant obedience that is founded in perfect discipline.
But it is a discipline based on reason, and not the
subconsciousreflex action of the human nervous machine.”
“ I see,” murmured the Big Pot.
He was fairly
swamped, and couldn’t heIp showing it.
“ When you have to deal with the Free Citizen
Soldier,” pursued the psychological enthusiast,
“ you
have a new factor in our history.
The nation is in
arms, fighting for hearth and home. We give that to
these lads to think about. We teach them the causes
and the ultimate issues of the struggle in which each of
them is taking his part, and it broadens their outlook.
It is by getting them to realise against whom they are
fighting, in alliance with whom, for what ends, that
we hope in no long time to bring them to a complete
realisation of the meaning of the British Empire. The
local, parochial outlook is not good enough for the citizen
of the future, and you would be surprised to see how the
lads respond to the right kind of teaching.”
“ Yes,” said the Big Pot.
“Shall we be seeing a
class ? “
“ I was going to take you to one immediately,” said
the Brigade Education Officer. “ In that Council School
building over there, No. 8 Platoon of B Company of
the Umpty-Second Campbells should, according to the
programme which I drew up for this week, be now
engaged in learning something about the British
Constitution-of course, in quite an elementary manner.
Shall we go there, sir?”
“ Let’s,” said the Big Pot.
As the two officers entered the stuffy classroom, the
sergeant in charge called the class to attention, and fifty
stout, bright-eyed, brown-cheeked Glasgow boys sprang
up and stood motionless until. the General waved a
gracious hand for them to sit at ease.
“ This is Sergeant Johnson,” said the Brigade Education
Officer, adding, in a whisper, “Quite one of the
best instructors I have. In private life, sir, he lectures
on economics at Leeds University.”
“ Ha ! “ said the General, adding, as an afterthought,
the word, “ Hum! Carry on, Sergeant Johnson.”
Sergeant Johnson unrolled a map and pinned it on the
wall. It was a map of England and Wales. Not an
inch of Scotland was there, not a trace of Ireland, not
the slightest suggestion of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney,
or Sark. The Isles of Wight and Man could be seen
sneaking in their corners, as if nervous at their intrusion
into what was so obviously a map of England and
Wales and nothing else.
“ Now, “ said Sergeant Johnson, digging the perfectly
respectable town of Banbury in the ribs with a pointer,
“ what is the name of the country you see here?’’

And from fifty tongues there rolled, sonorously,
unanimously,
without
the
slightest
hesitation,
the
word
“ Brrittain ! “
LEOPOLD SPERO.
PRAYER.
O God, make me incapable of prayer,
Too brave for supplication, too secure
To feel the taunt of danger; let my heart
Be tightened mightily to withstand pain,
And make me suffer singly, without lossNow let me bear alone the ageing world
On firmer shoulders than the giant Atlas . . .
Make me symbolic’ly iconoclast,
The ideal Antichrist, the Paradox.
NANCY FAIRBAIRN.
TETE-A-TETE.
To-night when we are quite alone,
Unaccountably, once or twice,
You have drawn my eyes backwards and backwards
into your own
Curious eyes of steel and ice,
Down the long shafts of hard blue light
Constrained to follow, naked and blind,
By every purlieu and tunnelled place and the infinite
Vanishing distances of your mind,
That Ghost which always seems to sit
Behind the next and inmost door.
But every time (and this is the oddest part
Just as I reach the glowing core

of it)

And vision-point of my sublime,
I rediscover this banal
Fact that you are the ordinary flirt and I’m
The usual intellectual.
E. R. DODDS.

PRESS CUTTINGS.
The House of Commons and the daily Press appear to
have been concerned with the “ Daily Chronicle “ affair
chiefly as a party matter; and their indignation or
satisfactionto have depended on their relative. estimates of
Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Asquith. To us all this is
of little moment. But there are two features of the affair
which are very eloquent, one of the political, the other
of the economic conditions in which we- live. The first
is the significant fact that Sir Henry Dalziel now owns
and controls the policy of three important London papers.
One of them preaches Toryism, the second a moderate
Liberalism, the third an “ advanced “ Radicalism. The
second phenomenon is, of course, the dismissal of Mr.
Donald. There never was a more dramatic example of
the truth that our friends the National Guildsmen are
always rubbing into the middle class-that in essentials
the economic status of a manager is no different from
that of any other workman. He is the hired servant of
the capitalist, and nothing more; the work of his brains
is the property of his master; for all his responsibility
and authority, he is only an instrument to be flung aside
when no longer needed. We hope that among his
colleagues-and his compeers in other trades-there will be
some thinking as well as some cursing over Mr. Donald’s
fate. It is a fine piece of Guild Socialist propaganda."The Herald. ”

